A graph is 1-planar if it can be drawn on the plane in such a way that every edge crosses at most one other edge. We prove that the acyclic chromatic number of every 1-planar graph is at most 20.
Theorem 1 Every 1-planar graph is acyclically 20-colorable.
The best lower bound known to us is 7: the 3-dimensional cube with all the diagonals added cannot be colored acyclically with fewer than 7 colors.
Theorem 1 has a number of applications to other coloring problems, listed below. For the precise de nitions of the notions used see 2, 9, 10, 12, 13]. Corollary 6 The edges of each 1-planar graph can be partitioned into 20 star forests.
Note that a loop yields a unicolored edge and two multiple edges yield a bicolored cycle. Instead of Theorem 7, it is easier to prove a bit more:
Theorem 7 Every 1-plane pseudograph can be 20-colored so that no ends of an edge e are colored the same unless e is a loop, and no bichromatic cycles of length > 2 exists.
Note also that the proof below is valid for pseudographs 1-embedded into the projective plane. The only di erence is that Euler's formula for it says jV j ? jEj + jFj 1. Accordingly, the extensions of Theorem 1 and Corrolaries 2-6 to the projective plane also take place.
Alon, Mohar and Sanders 3] showed that the acyclic 5-colorability of the plane graphs easily implies the acyclic 7-colorability of the projective plane graphs.
Proof of Theorem 7
Let P 0 be a counterexample with the fewest vertices. Clearly, jV (P 0 )j 21. Observe that P 0 has no separating cliques, hence is 2-connected. In particular, P 0 has no vertices of degree less than 3. Recall that the degree of a vertex and the size of a face in a plane pseudograph (a map) is the number of incident edges.
We x a 1-plane representation of P 0 with the minimum number of crossings. Then for each pair of edges ab, cd that cross each other at point s, their end vertices are paiwise distinct: jfa; b; c; dgj = 4. For each such a pair, we add edges ac, cb, bd and da`close to s' i.e. so that they form triangles asc, csb, bsd and dsa with empty interior, respectively. The so obtained 1-plane graph P 1 is also a counterexample to Theorem 7, because any acyclic 20-coloring of P 1 is valid for P 0 .
Denote by M 1 the plane map obtained from P 1 by removing all the crossed edges. Apply to M ) as many as possible of the following operations, in any order:
Delete a loop that forms a face of size 1. Delete one of two edges that form a face of size 2. Delete a common edge of two adjacent faces of siz 3. Triangulate each face of size at least 5 by adding diagonals.
The resulting map is denoted by M.
Observation 1 M is connected, has no faces of size other than 3 or 4, and has no triangles with an edge in common.
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Let P be obtained from M by inserting two crossed diagonals inside each 4-face. Then P is a counterexample to Theorem 7 with the fewest vertices. This is because adding an edge does not decrease the acyclic chromatic number, while adding loops or repeated edges cannot change it. (In other words: if the underlying graphs of pseudographs G and H coincide, then a(G) = a(H).) The proof of Theorem 7 consists in establishing a set of structural properties of P that will be shown to contradict each other.
We shall mainly work with M. Since the above procedure preserves the total charge, we have:
Observe that ch (q) = 0 for every quadrangle q, and by rule R0 ch (t) = 1 for every triangle t. We shall get a contradiction by proving that for every vertex v the inequality ch (v) 0 holds. The proof will be delivered in a series of Lemmas. Now, due to the horizontal symmetry v gets at least 1/3 from w 1 , w 5 and w 6 , and due to the vertical symmetry, at least 2/3 from all its neighbours. Figure 4 (a)). Then w 3 , w 5 and w 7 together give v by R1 at least 1=3. Therefore, ch (v) 0.
Proof. We have ch(v) = 4 ? 4 = 0 and, by R0, v gives 1/3 to its incident 3-face.
Therefore, we have to prove that v gets at least 1/3 from its cyclic neighbours. Proof. We have ch(v) = 3 ? 4 = ?1 and, by R0, v gives 1/3 to its incident 3-face.
Therefore, we have to prove that v gets at least 4/3 from its cyclic neighbours. Let w 6 be the neighbour of w 2 and w 5 which sees w 1 . By Observation 1, w 6 does not coincide with w 3 (otherwise w 3 w 4 w 5 would be a separating cycle) and is not adjacent to it (otherwise w 3 w 4 w 5 w 6 would be a separating cycle). In particular, D(w 2 ) 7. By Lemma 3 (applied to vertices v and w 1 ), the degree of each of w 3 , w 4 , w 5 and w 6 is at Proof. As before, we have to prove that v gets at least 4/3 from its cyclic neighbours.
Suppose that the lemma is false. Let w 1 have the cyclic neighbours w 2 ; v; w 4 ; w 5 ; w 6 ; w 7 (in this cyclic order), where w 5 ; w 6 and w 1 form a triangle (see Figure 6( Proof. As in Lemmas 7 and 8, we have to prove that v gets at least 4/3 from its cyclic neighbours.
Suppose that the lemma is false for a 5-vertex v. We may assume that the cyclic neighbours of w 1 are w 2 ; v; w 4 ; w 5 ; w 6 ; w 7 ; w 8 (in this cyclic order), and the cyclic neighbours of w 2 are w 3 ; w 4 ; v; w 1 ; w 7 ; w 8 ; w 9 (in this cyclic order), as depicted in Figure 7 
